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Descriptive Summary

Title: Artists Books Collection
Dates: 2013-2016
Collection Number: Stacks
Creator/Collector:
Extent: 2700 artists books, various sizes
Repository: Los Angeles Contemporary Archive
Los Angeles, California 90012

Abstract: Los Angeles Contemporary Archive is an artist-run archive and non-circulating library in which contemporary creative processes are recorded and preserved. Our goal is the study and dissemination of materials documenting contemporary art production. Challenging established concepts of the archive and art space, LACA sustains a unique experimental environment for critical inquiry, artistic research, and public dialogue. LACA is a registered nonprofit organisation.

Language of Material: English

Access
Collection is open for research, non-circulating

Publication Rights
May be protected by the U.S. Copyright Law (Title 17, U.S.C.). Distribution or reproduction beyond that allowed by fair use requires the written permission of the copyright owners. Responsibility for obtaining permissions, and for any use rests exclusively with the user.

Preferred Citation
Artists Books Collection. Los Angeles Contemporary Archive

Scope and Content of Collection
Our Library includes local and international limited edition artist books that are important to the Los Angeles and global contemporary art landscapes.
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